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The most widely used and highly regarded textbook and reference of emergency medicine --

Endorsed by the American College of Emergency PhysiciansThe 8th edition of Tintinalliâ€™s

Emergency Medicine provides the depth and breadth of coverage that reflects the complexity and

expertise needed to practice emergency medicine successfully in todayâ€™s fastâ€“paced

environments. It is an important contemporary clinical emergency care resource for physicians,

NPs, and PAs who practice emergency medicine and for emergency medicine and pediatric

emergency medicine fellows. It remains the preferred study guide for in-training and board

examinations and recertification.NEW to this edition:â€¢Â Full-color design with more tables than

ever to succinctly present key informationâ€¢Â Extensive updates to all sections, incorporating the

latest guidelines, evidence-based protocols, and relevant researchâ€¢Â Expanded pediatric section,

with complete clinical information for general and pediatric emergency physicians â€¢Â Expanded

coverage of common emergency department procedures, with improved illustrations â€¢Â Online

access to more thanÂ 30 videos, covering a wide range of procedural and diagnostic topics and

focusing on the latest ultrasound-guided techniquesFrom the reviews of the seventh

edition:"Collectively, they have once again produced an excellent text that manages to cover the

broad scope of emergency medicine while remaining an easily readable and practical

resource....Last, for the inevitable comparison of this current edition of Tintinalli's Emergency

Medicine with other available emergency medicine textbooks available: in my opinion, Tintinalliâ€™s

still comes out on top. It is more concise and easier to read than some, yet it covers the breadth of

emergency medicine practice more comprehensively than othersâ€¦.Just as previous editions did,

the seventh presents all of the most pertinent and up-to-date information in a well-organized format

that is comprehensive yet easy to read. That and many of the attractive new features in this current

edition will ensure its place on my bookshelf for years to come."â€•JAMA
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Great update to one of the most well known reference textbooks in Emergency Medicine. Even with

all of the free open access medicine education out there it's always nice have a trusted reference to

turn too. If you have seen previous editions you will know what to expect. This is a very large, well

constructed book. The text is dense but manageable. Topics are explained in ways that are easy to

grasp and there are plenty of pictures. We use Tintinalli's as the go to book for home reading in my

residency program. It was nice to compare previous sections I had read and to see current

guidelines and research that has come out between publications added in. The videos online are

also great quality.The one caveat and why I almost took away one star is the lack of access to an

ebook version or online access to the text. For instance, you purchase Roberts & Hedges "Clinical

Procedures in Emergency Medicine" and you get free access to an amazing inkling version of the

book. Rosen's (the other equally big name in EM textbooks) gives you online access with your

purchase. Yet in this instance it appears they want you to spend full price for a hardcover and full

price for a kindle edition. This book is way too large to carry around on a daily basis.Other than, I

gave the book 5 stars because when you look at the book itself it is a must have for any emergency

medicine physician.

This is one of the "Bibles" of emergency care. Every emergency physician knows about this and

consults it. So do knowledgeable nurses and paramedics involved in emergency care. It is not

perfect. Rosen's may be better in the long run, but this will get you to "GO" most of the time. There

is no one text that suffices for all one needs to know in emergency care, but this book should be on



every emergency caregiver's bookshelf.

Fabulous! Incisive, concise, detailed, well researched, easy to search, well written, expensive. And

worth every single cent!

Surely, the best book of emergency medicine, and the most complete in terms of information ...

Excellent book, virtually everything you need to know.

Awesome, the bible of the emergency medicine

I wish i could speak my mind , but review guidlines of  is not permitting me. This is my 3rd attempt to

be diplomatically correct , while reviewing the latest edition. However for the welfare of all

emergency doctors and residents, would not recommend buying this book due to following

reason:1. Acls/pals/nals guidlines still old and not updated2. Printing style appears more

conservative3. I think the best way to summarise this book isOld wine in a new bottle , that too

defective new bottleReturning itself is costing me dollars since i imported the book to india .Would

encourage my fellow physician to take better view of this view online so that u could avoid the

mental and financial lossI m greatfull amzaon is sharing a part of shipping cost !!!Thank you

The dog's bollocks (as we say in the UK) of ER medicine. My recipient used this as a help in

passing the ER boards. My FACEP is very happy with this tome. That , in itself is no mean

achievement.
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